Sprinter 2004

This vehicle fills a niche in the market. If you want an economic diesel vehicle that you can use
for hauling stuff or hauling family, then this is only thing out there that fits the bill. A mini-van
can't tow, a pickup won't seat 7 people and a giant SUV won't get 24 mpg. It has an amazing
payload, decent towing capacity, loads of interior space and is fairly economic although diesel
is pricey. The van has distinctive styling on the outside. The interior is spartan - rubber floors
and plastic. As a van, it uses rear leaf springs and tends to be bouncy when unladen. That said,
it's not uncomfortable, particularly on highways. Sort of noisy if you're not into diesel rumble.
So far, with 90K miles, the Sprinter has been very impressive. Fuel economy is over 20 mpg with
a version with dual rear wheels. Only real annoyance is excessive front tire wear due to the
factory alignment specs. Other than that, this vehicle is comfortable, nimble, economical, quiet,
surprisingly powerful, and so far bulletproof. If you can live with the looks, and the fact that it
won't fit in the garage, it is well worth the price premium over anything else on the road that
thinks it can compare for both passenger and cargo service. Solid chassis with nice German
styling and seats, the plain-but-functional well-executed variety. Fairly small diesel a real gem,
getting the vehicle up and running quickly and smoothly. Downshifts: excellent for braking and
respond correctly by not over-revving the willing little engine. Quiet when all the parts are
tightly in place, it has a tendency to loosen its door stops and find the worst in choppy or
pothole laden roads, but stays stable- driving. Dealer adjustments? Leaky Trans 3K miles. I
bought this for my family, and so are many other people now I fixed some of the problem myself
after they told me it couldn't really be expected not to bang and rattle. Also had the common
transmission leak TSB was issued , and central locking system was beyond quirky and had to
have the central locking timer module replaced now is quirky, but according to the way the
owners manual says it should be. Over all, this van is great!!! Roomy, quiet, comfortable, solid,
peppy, and frugal on fuel. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the
Sprinter. View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars
4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Items per page:. Write a review See all Sprinters for sale.
Sponsored cars related to the Sprinter. Sign Up. By clicking "Send" you authorize Auto. You
also agree to our Privacy Statement. Data rates may apply. Our Privacy Statement. Please enter
a valid US phone number. Get answers, see the car, or find a good time for a test drive. Take the
next step and contact the seller. Monthly payment estimates are for informational purposes and
do not represent a financing offer from the seller of this vehicle. Other taxes may apply. See our
terms of use for more details. By clicking here, you authorize Cars. Calls may be pre-recorded.
We value your privacy. Your Choice Autos Waukegan. Send to Phone vdp. Message sent
successfully. Get behind the wheel today! Arrange a Test Drive Want to drive it home today?
Ask About Financing. Get similar new listings by email Enter Email Address. Have a question?
Contact Seller Contact Seller. The fastest way to compare and save on auto insurance Looking
for auto insurance for your new car? Let Gabi find the best deal in 2 minutes. Term in months
mo. Have question about financing? Contact the seller to learn more about which financing
options might be available to you. Check Availability Call. Check Availability. Like what you
see? Get behind the wheel and take it home today. Phone Optional. Your Message: Hi! Please
contact me as soon as possible. Price Inquiry. Single Owner- Vehicle has been owned by only
one person. No Accidents- Vehicle has no reported accidents. Clean Title- Vehicle has a clean
title. Personal Use- Vehicle was owned by an individual. Skip to main content. Email to friends
Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or
tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. Bidding has ended on
this item. Ships to:. This amount is subject to change until you make payment. For additional
information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or
tab This amount includes applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. For
additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new
window or tab. Buyer is responsible for vehicle pickup or shipping. Jan 11, PST. May not ship to
Ukraine - Read item description or contact seller for shipping options. See details. Seller's other
items. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. You are biding on 04 Dodge Sprinter
Please note this vehicle sold as is no warranty. This vehicle has problems and needs repairs.
Been told by mechanic that it need new ECU. The engine and transmission is in good running
condition. Recently installed a lot of new parts including new turbo, new actuator new EGR new
radiator and other smaller parts. Please note this vehicle still runs and drives on its own and
can be driven to certain distances under your own risk. Buyer responsible for pickup. Feel free
to ask any questions. Back to home page Return to top. Copyright Experian Information
Solutions, Inc. All rights reserved. Experian provides these reports to you on an "as is" basis
and eBay is not responsible or liable for the comprehensiveness or accuracy of the reports. If
you have any questions about the reports, contact Experian. Back to home page. Listed in
category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter

- opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to
Watchlist. Condition: Used. Ended: Jan 11, PST. Shipping: May not ship to Ukraine - Read item
description or contact seller for shipping options. Seller: modern-secondhand Seller's other
items. Complete this form and we'll contact you with our price. A representative has been
notified and will be with you shortly. Close Close. Our lowest price on this item is. This price is
only valid for 24 hours from. Close and Continue Shopping. Fill out this offer form and we'll get
back with you as soon as possible. Get your personal tour by simply filling out the information
below. We will contact you to walk you through this unit and can even email or text if you prefer
a personalized video presentation of the unit to you. Know someone who might be interested in
this RV? This just sends them a link to it so they can take a look. Stock or Model. Back to
Results. Previous Unit Next Unit. Viewing unit of. Stock 19TA. Colorado Springs. Floorplan
Specifications Description Features. View all Sprinter Floorplans. Favorite RVs. Save your
favorite RVs as you browse. Begin with this one! Add to My Favorites. What Other Customers
Are Saying. We are here to help, call us at or Contact Us. We are here to help! Down Payment -.
Trade-in Allowance -. Loan Term. Annual Interest Rate. Rates and amount financed are
determined by credit history. Your actual payments may vary. Plus tax, title and license. See
dealer for details. Get Our Lowest Price. Cell Home Work. It's ok to contact me about future
discounts and events. Easily unsubscribe at any time. Confirmation Close. Phone Type Cell
Home Work. Contact Us. Submit Cell Home Work. How Can We Help? Get Personal Tour Get
your personal tour by simply filling out the information below. What is it about this RV that you
like? How many people do you normally travel with? What type of Tow Vehicle do you have?
Send to a Friend. Your Message. Send a copy of this email to me. Windish RV is not responsible
for any misprints, typos, or errors found in our website pages. Any price listed excludes sales
tax, registration tags, and delivery fees. Manufacturer pictures, specifications, and features may
be used in place of actual units on our lot. Please contact us for availability as our inventory
changes rapidly. All calculated payments are an estimate only and do not constitute a
commitment that financing or a specific interest rate or term is available. Heads up! Highlighted
items are for OEM wheels, the rest are replacement options. Found a bug? Have a question
about Mercedes-Benz Sprinter wheel specs? Share your knowledge! Wheel- Size. Wheel fitment
and tire size guide and knowledge base Last Update: Feb. Search Form for vehicle model, tire
size or rims Choose a tab below to get fitment data for your vehicle or to find vehicles matching
your criteria. By vehicle what wheels will fit your car By tire size what vehicles use this tire size
By rim size what vehicles use this rim size Add Wheel Size Widget to your website New! Search
by car make, year and model. Make Year Model. Wheel Size Widget for your website! T1N
Facelift [ It is measured in millimeters. Some factory wheels have a center bore that matches
exactly with the hub to reduce vibration by keeping the wheel centered. Rim width in x rim
diameter in J is mounting flange type. ET35 is positive offset of 35mm. It is vital not to deviate
too far from the offset of the wheel originally fitted to the vehicle. PCD is measured in mm.
Mercedes-Benz Sprinter See Alloy Wheel fitment information for Mercedes-Benz Sprinter for
other model years: Try our Wheel Calculator Help us with our new project TiresVote. Submit tire
review. Your email was successfully sent. Notify about the error in selected text Add your data
and comments Send us the correct data Other. Find parts and accessories , add or update your
vehicle details, and interact with other owners when you add this vehicle to Your Garage. Your
question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product.
Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. There
was a problem completing your request. Please try again later. Skip to main content.
Representative Sprinter shown. Dealer Suggested Retail. Private Party Value. No Info. Enable
Javascript to select another vehicle. Trim: Sprinter Sprinter Wagon Sprinter. Color: Amber Red
Metallic. Own This Model? Add To Your Garage. View Your Garage This model has been added
to your garage. Failed to save vehicle to Your Garage, please refresh the page and try again.
See your vehicle in Your Garage Shop parts and accessories Interact with other owners View
and update vehicle info. Close this window View Garage. This is typically measured in liters 3.
I-4 and V-6 refer to the configuration and number of cylinders. The transmission adapts the
output of the engine to the drive wheels. Common configurations include front-wheel drive,
rear-wheel drive, four-wheel drive and all-wheel drive. The number of people the car will hold. A
unit to measure the power of engines. Error loading details for this Vehicle, please try again
later. In , "Dodge Ram" was rebranded as "Ram". To add Ram trucks for and beyond: Select the
vehicle year. Select Ram in the Make menu. In , "Hyundai Genesis" was rebranded as
"Genesis". To add Genesis vehicles for and beyond: Select the vehicle year Select Genesis in
the Make menu. In , Jeep offers two different versions of the Wrangler. The all-new model is
known simply as the "Wrangler". However, the "Wrangler JK", based on the
previous-generation vehicle, continues to be sold alongside it. Year: Select Year Error loading

the selected Year, Make, Model. Cancel Compare. Failed to get data, please try again. Data
Unavailable. Highlight differences:. Please try your search again later. Typical questions asked
about products:. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers
things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also
analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images. Top
reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem
filtering reviews right now. Last summer I was in search of another work vehicle. I was using a
Chey Astro van and need something with more room. My choices came down to a Chevy
Express Van either standard or extended and this Sprinter I found by accident. My friends all
said to buy the Chevy because of maintence so I backed out of the Sprinter deal. But the more I
thought about it the more I wanted to Sprinter. So I went back and bought it and never regretted
it. The model I have is the full window passenger van. The previous owner was a wind suffer
that bought it new in Florida. He toured all over and lived in it by installing a deck behind the
rear seat to sleep on. I left the deck there and use it to store more equipment. I do construction
so I have different tools for different jobs. Compressor, table saw, mitter saw, tile saw, tile tools,
sheet rock tools, framing tools, pneumatic nailers and staplers electrical and plumbing
supplies. This Sprinter allows me to carry everything without reloading. I use to spend a half
hour everyday just loading equipment. I am now able to carry everything. There is 7' behind the
rear seat plenty of room to haul supplies on the deck. I took the rear seat head rest off and built
a short 4" ramp so I can load 4' x 8' lumber on the deck. I've even put 14' siding down the
middle. This van is awesome with x 60 x 18 spoked Mercedes wheel and dark black tinted
windows. The 5 cylinder turbo diesel gets mpg with lots of power. I bought a manual and is
slowing learning the mechanics of this vehicle. Not easy to work on but doable. A lot of
problems and every one is a "mystery" to the mechanics, and always costs plenty when finally
running again. Roof leaks!! Rust stains all over headliner. His name is Gordon. I originally got it
him as a tour van for my band and he reliably took us all over North America with virtually no
emergency maintenance required. He was a champ over those 3 years and K miles. I was good
about regular maintenance and that isn't cheap because it's all Mercedes parts but it's worth it
for the reliability and the MPGs. I'm currently giving him a new lease on life as I've gutted him
and am turning him into an RV for me and my lady. I have had to deal with a decent amount of
rust damage on the roof which is weird for spending most it's time in a dry California climate.
All the roof rust was along the spot welded panel seams and I couldn't know how bad it was
without opening it up and cleaning it up. I am all about my van and praising it to others. If you're
shopping around for other vans I'd say do your research but also know that these things are
beasts and while they're more expensive upfront you will get your value by having a reliable and
well made vehicle. Mine is a passenger "wagon" Great at , miles and 11 years - except
alternators fragile pulley that has a built in clutch that can destroy your crankshaft and paint is
sub-par on the appliance white utility grade models - much better in Europe and with gloss over
color paint - which is special order and seldom seen on a dealer lot back in One person found
this helpful. Nothing beats a Mercedes Benz diesel quality. This is the "last of the good ones"
before the emissions crap that kills the longevity in the next edition of the Sprinter. Look up
Green Diesel Engineering to learn how to add a lot more power, longevity, and mileage while
eliminating the EGR which just causes soot. Amazing support for this engineering masterpiece
on the sprinter forum. For help with unusual stuff, see "Dr A" in S Carolina, who was trained be
Mercedes Benz in Germany and is probably the world's foremost expert in this vehicle. When
people who have unusual trouble with these it is generally due to lack of following Mercedes
Benz maintenance protocol. This is a million mile vehicle when properly maintained. Numerous
mechanical problems, barely got k out of it when they claimed such longevity. Mass flow issues
constantly, brakes, stripped injectors, high rail fuel pump that cost me over 2k to replace, never
clear coated from factory they didn't do a recall only as needed and i live in midwest with snow
and salt. Sold and will never buy a Mercedes product again. Just look at trucks on streets. Body
started to rust out within the first year. Once it reached K miles it turned into the money put with
all the mechanical repairs. Great little compact RV. See all reviews. Drag vehicle to Spin. Photos
Interactive Previous page. Next page. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn
more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us.
Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Transmission The
transmission adapts the output of the engine to the drive wheels. Seating The number of people
the car will hold. Horsepower A unit to measure the power of engines. Customer Ratings.
Passenger Capacity. Diesel Fuel. Gasoline Fuel. Safety Rating. Not Rated. Battery Range. Want
to compare a different vehicle? Change Vehicle. Rear Wheel Drive. Power Steering. Optional
Power Mirror s. Steel Wheels. Optional Cruise Control Power Windows. EPA Classification. Fuel
Tank Capacity. Number of Passenger Doors. Battery Range mi. Steering Type. Gas I5. Trans

Description Cont. Maximum Alternator Capacity amps. Brake ABS System. Disc - Front Yes or
No. Disc - Rear Yes or No. Min Ground Clearance in. Rear Door Type. Wheelbase in. Body
Length Default Value ft. Gross Vehicle Weight Rating Cap lbs. Curb Weight - Front lbs. Curb
Weight - Rear lbs. Front Bolt Pattern. Front Tire Size. Front Wheel Description Cont. Rear Bolt
Pattern. Rear Tire Size. Rear Wheel Description Cont. Spare Bolt Pattern. Spare Tire Size.
Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage
customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web.
Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon
Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview
Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands.
Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription Boxes Top
subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed
Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second
life. Make Dodge. Make Roadtrek. Model Sprinter. The motor home is in exceptional condition
and has been well maintained and cared for. The engine has plenty of power and the 5 speed
transmission shifts smoothly. Onan 2. Trailer Towing Hitch Package - This RV is ideal for towing
because it is built on the Sprinter chassis which gives it an increased towing rating of lbs vs the
standard lbs! Make Keystone. Has 4 new tires. Has queen bed in front with 4 bunks in the back.
Has full sized refridgerator. Has one slide in the living area. Make Great West Vans. Model
Sprinter Legend. Mercedes engine on a Dodge Sprinter chassis. Conversion done in Only 3
hours on the 2. Foam insulated underbody with heat strip and roof air conditioner. Trailer hitch
class 3. Fog lights and second auxiliary battery. Easy hookups and access to storage. HAS A 2.
Model Supreme Non Slide. Powered by the Dodge Chassis with only 67, Miles. It's equipped
with a Onan Generator on board. Sleeps 3 comfortably. Has been well taken care and it shows.
Nice size bathroom and shower in rear of the van. Roof mounted AC for added comfort in those
hot summer months. Brand new Tires with warranty as well. This one will not last at this price!!!
Please do not hesitate to call with any questions you may have. Thanks and have a great day!!
The motor home is in excellent condition and has been well maintained and cared for. Feel free
to inspect or hire someone to inspect the motorhome. This Airstream is ready to hit the road!
Added Options:Onan 2. Feel free to email me with any questions or concerns! Make Pleasure
Way. A previous owner replaced the Dodge emblems with Mercedes-Benz emblems. Fair
enough, as all these vans were built in Germany by Mercedes Benz. Duo-Therm rooftop air
conditioner with heat strip Volt AC. Built in Onan Microlite propane generator. Large booth
includes both rectangular and cocktail table tops. Booth turns into a large comfy bed 68"x74"
Clothes closet and plenty of other inside cabinets and storage, including room for golf clubs
under the booth seats. Dump system is slick and easy with built in hose cubby outside the van.
One outside storage compartment and lots of interior storage including a clothes closet.
Aftermarket Sony stereo. Outside shower! That is the short list of features camper and there are
too many more little details to mention in this ad. Here's the bad stuff:Small dings, scratches,
rust spots here and there. Front fiberglass air dam is cracked and there is another spot of
damage to the fiberglass ground effects on the drivers side rear see pictures. A bit of pealing on
the edges of the Pleasure-Way decorative stickers. TV system is outdated. The monitor works
but I never got the dvd player to play. Never tried using the antenna or cable system. Dash area
has evidence of stuff screwed down to dash. Navigation devices? CB radios? I don't know but
somebody went a bit screw happy. Air directional vents are damaged but still more or less
function. Clean title in hand. This van has a good general appearance, runs great and is ready
for the next trip. Make Airstream. Make Tiffin. Model Allegro 32BA. With Tiffin's name on the
outside, you know there is quality built into this motorhome. It only has 35, miles and has new
tires on the front, new batteries, current state inspection, recent oil change and some extras
installed by the consignment owner. For instance, you'll find a tire pressure gauge on the dash
so you can monitor tire pressure as you drive. Also, the queen bed has been replaced by 2 twin
beds. One of the twin beds is a Craftmatic adjustable bed which can be adjusted at the push of a
button. In addition, lights have been added to the bathroom, light switches have been lowered
and a central vacuum has been installed. But wait. There is more This motorhome is just right
for short trips, long trips, impromptu trips, tailgate parties, headquarters at the kids soccer
game and many other reasons for having fun and collecting great memories. Hurry in for a test
drive today. We Take Trades! These luxury motor coaches are in the top of its class. Some of
the floorplans come with none to 4 slides. We take all types of trades. When it comes to RVs, we
are your full service stop. At Fretz RV we have a 12, Sq. Ft showroom, a huge RV Parts and
Accessories store. Bank financing is available for RV loans with a wide variety of RV lenders
ready to earn your business. It doesn? We have different RV warranty companies available. We
can provide you with rapid RV Insurance quotes with minimal information. We have an RV rental

program to serve your short term RV needs. Like us on Facebook! Serving all areas of the
world! Make Chinook. Model Destiny Special Edition. Come out for a test drive. Make Forest
River. Model Mb Cruiser Brand new tires, fresh oil change. Fully self contained, all appliances in
working order including the onan microlite generator with only 36 hours! Only 58, miles. This is
one of the only Class B RV's you can purchase that has the toilet completely separated from the
shower! The dinette and sofa fold down to create sleeping for two. This RV is rust and leak free
and has not been in any accidents. Mileage is actual and the title is clear of any brands! There
diesel engine parts diagram and function
camaro oil
free diy repair manuals
are no smoke, pet, or other odors. Make Fleetwood. Model Pulse 24D. The Full Paint exterior as
well as the inside is in excellent condition. The upgraded Heat Pump and Diesel generator
provided this unit with all the upgrades. The unit has never been cooked in, never smoked in,
and no pets. Getting mpg, this unit is ideally suited for travel and for visiting State and Federal
parks with length limitations. An absolute joy to drive for Camping and Travel. More Photo's on
request. Aptos, CA. Riverside, CA. Surprise, AZ. Port St Lucie, FL. Green Bay, WI. Alert
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